The isopycnic, compartmentalized integration of Rous sarcoma virus sequences.
Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) can cause tumors in hamsters, which harbor complete or partially deleted RSV sequences, in their genomes. Here we have studied the localization of RSV sequences integrated into the genome of cell lines derived from six independent hamster tumors. We have found that integration occurred in the isochores richest in guanine + cytosine, of the host genome, as it had been previously observed for bovine leukemia and hepatitis B viral sequences. The integration of RSV proviral sequences is, therefore, 'isopycnic' (i.e., it takes place in host genome sequences which compositionally match the viral sequences) and compartmentalized (i.e., it occurs in a small compositional compartment of the host genome). The hamster genome compartment hosting RSV sequences precisely corresponds to a compartment of the human genome which is the most active in both transcription and recombination. The notion of a compartmentalized, isopycnic integration of RSV proviral sequences fits, therefore, with the viral integration into transcriptionally active and recombinogenic regions of the host genome observed by other authors, but is broader, in that it includes, in addition, the requirement for a compositional match between host genome sequences and expressed viral sequences.